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The paper is concerned with description of common zero data of two square size
rational matrix functions. The notion of a common null pair, which encodes the
data, is introduced and studied from various points of view. The main result of the
paper is a characterization of the common null pair in terms of realization of the
functions in question. Connections with common minimal divisors of rational
matrix functions are elucidated. The recently developed theory of null-pole triples
and Sylvester data sets is extensively used in the proofs.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction and Background
In this paper we initiate a study of the structure of common zeroes of
several rational matrix functions and of closely related issues, including
Bezoutians and resultants, zeropole localization problems, various fac-
torizations of rational matrix functions, etc. The present paper is devoted
to a description of common zero data of two rational matrix functions. The
description is given in terms of realizations of the functions involved.
1.1. Historical Perspective and Introductory Remarks
The problem of finding common zeroes of polynomials with real or com-
plex coefficients has kept the attention of mathematicians for centuries. The
first motivation came from the problem of determining the intersection
points of two algebraic curves (see, e.g., [D]). Later, the study of the
asymptotic stability of linear differential and finite-difference equations with
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constant coefficients has created a great interest in the problem of deter-
mining the location of the zeroes of a polynomial with respect to the
imaginary axis and the unit circle (see, e.g., [KN]). The latter problem can
be viewed as a specific common zeroes problem. The notions of the
Sylvester resultant matrix and of the Bezout matrix for a pair of polyno-
mials played a central role in these investigations. The fundamental
property of these matrices is that their null-space describes completely the
common zeroes of the polynomials in question.
The common zeroes problem for certain classes of nonpolynomial
analytic functions has been addressed recently in [GH2, Sa, GLe1, Gle2,
Ko1, Ko2, Ko3, KoLe]. In these papers certain operators of a convolution
type acting on appropriate Lebesgue spaces are shown to be proper coun-
terparts of the Sylvester and Bezout matrices.
In the last two decades or so the extensive development of multi-input
multi-output linear systems theory has called for a profound investigation
of the common zeroes problem for polynomials with matrix coefficients
and more general matrix-valued functions (see, for example, the books
[Rs, Kai]). It has to be mentioned that in this (matrix) case the concept
of a zero is much more involved than for scalar functions. Thus, the first
task is to introduce and study the appropriate notion of common zero
structure of the functions in question, and then certain linear operators
adequate analogues of the Sylvester and Bezout matricesare constructed.
In particular, the underlying common zero structure can be identified in
terms of the kernels of these operators. This program has been accom-
plished in [GH1, GKLR1, GKLR2, LeT] (see also [GLR1])for matrix
polynomials, in [LRT, CK, LM] (see also [R])for operator polyno-
mials, and in [LW1, LW2, HL1, HL2] (see also [H])for non polyno-
mial analytic matrix and operator functions.
The present research goes beyond the class of analytic functions and is
concerned with the common zeroes problem for rational matrix functions.
In contrast with matrix polynomials and analytic matrix functions major
new difficulties and challenges are presented by the circumstance that a
rational matrix function may have a zero and a pole at the same point. To
overcome these difficulties we use substantially the recently developed
calculus of null-pole triples and common divisors of rational matrix func-
tions (see [BRan1, GKLR3, GK2, BGR3, BGR4, BGR1, BKRV], also the
book [BGR5]). Especially relevant to the purposes of the present paper
are the results of [BGR4], where a general theory of common multiples
and divisors of several rational matrix functions was established, and the
results of [BKRV] (see Theorem 4.1 in the present paper). In fact, these
results are a part of a comprehensive theory of rational matrix functions
which includes the structure of zeroes and poles, various interpolation and
divisibility problems, minimal factorization, etc. This theory has been
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developed over the last two decades, motivated by and applied to the
modern linear systems theory and the theory of operators of WienerHopf
type. It is not our aim here to give a complete bibliography on the subject,
and we refer the reader to the books [BGK, GLR1, GLR2, GK1, BGR5,
Go], where one can find the main parts of this theory, applications, and
further references.
In our study we follow the general ideas of the two preceding
paragraphs. Thus, the present paper deals with the common zero structure
of rational matrix functions, while in a subsequent paper a concept of
Bezoutian for rational matrix functions will be introduced and its crucial
role will be explored in the common zeroes problem for such functions.
Later, we will address relevant factorization problems, zeropole localiza-
tion problems, and connections with linear and quadratic matrix equations.
1.2. Zero Structure
First let us recall the basic notions related to the zero structure of a
matrix polynomial L(*)=mj=0 *
jAj (see [GLR1] for more details); here
A0 , ..., Am are n_n (complex) matrices and * is the independent complex
variable. If L(*) is regular, i.e., det L(*)0, then there is only a finite
number of points *0 # C with the property Ker L(*0){[0]. Such a point
*0 is called an eigenvalue of L(*) and the nonzero vectors in Ker L(*0)
are the corresponding eigenvectors. An ordered sequence of vectors
0 , ..., m&1 # Cn is called a Jordan chain of length m of L(*) corresponding
to *0 if 0{0 and
:
k
j=0
( j !)&1L( j)(*0) k&j=0; k=0, ..., m&1.
Here L( j)(*0) stands for the j th derivative of L(*) evaluated at *0 . A set of
Jordan chains (corresponding to *0)
[0i , 1i , ..., ki&1, i] (i=1, ..., j) (1.1)
is called canonical if the eigenvectors 01 , ..., 0j are linearly independent
and the sum of their lengths k1+ } } } +kj is maximal possible among all
sets of Jordan chains of L(*) corresponding to *0 having linearly indepen-
dent eigenvectors. We associate with the canonical set (1.1) a pair of
matrices
C*0=[01 , ..., k1&1, 1 , 02 , ..., k2&1, 2 , ..., 0, j , ..., kj&1, j], (1.2)
A*0=Jk1(*0) } } } Jkj (*0), (1.3)
where Jk(*0) is the (upper triangular) k_k Jordan block with eigenvalue
*0 . The pair (C*0 , A*0) is called the right eigenpair of L(*) at *0 . Let
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*1 , ..., *q be all the distinct eigenvalues of L(*), and let (C*j , A*j) denote a
right eigenpair of L(*) at *j ( j=1, ..., q). The pair of matrices (C, A), where
C=[C*1 } } } C*q], A=A*1  } } } A*q , (1.4)
as well as any pair of matrices similar to (C, A), is called right spectral pair
of L(*) (with respect to C). Here, two pairs of matrices (C, A) and (C$, A$),
are called similar if C=C$S, A=S&1A$S for some invertible matrix S. A
right spectral pair (C, A) of L(*) is unique up to similarity, and the sizes
of C and A are n_m and m_m, respectively, where m is the degree of the
determinant of L(*). Moreover, a right spectral pair (C, A) is observable
(or a null kernel pair), i.e., j=0 Ker(CA
j)=[0]. Informally, a right spec-
tral pair encodes the structure of eigenvalues of L(*) in terms of (right)
eigenvectors and (right) Jordan chains. The right spectral pair of a polyno-
mial L(*) can be expressed in terms of the coefficients of L(*) (see
[GLR1]).
We now turn to the zero (or null) structure of rational matrix functions.
Let F(*)=[ fij (*)]ni, j=1 be an n_n rational matrix function (abbreviated
rmf ); i.e., the entries fij (*) are rational functions of the complex variable *.
If *0 # C is a pole for at least one of the entries fij (*) we say that *0 is a
pole of F(*). In what follows, we assume that F(*) is regular, i.e.,
det F(*0){0 for at least one point *0 # C (then there is only a finite num-
ber of values *$ # C such that det F(*$)=0). A point *0 # C is called a zero
of F(*) if *0 is a pole of [F(*)]&1. A n_1 vector function (*) is called
a (right) null function of F(*) at *0 if (*) is analytic in a neighborhood
of *0 , (*0){0, F(*) (*) is analytic in a neighborhood of *0 and
[F(*) (*)]*=*0=0. A null function for F(*) at *0 # C exists if and only if
*0 is a zero of F(*). The multiplicity of *0 as a zero of F(*) (*) is called
the order of (*). Under our assumption on F(*) the number of zeroes of
F(*) is finite, and the orders of null functions are bounded. If (*)=
j=0 (*&*0)
j j (j # Cn) is a null function of F(*) of order k of *0 , the
ordered system of vectors [0 , 1 , ..., k&1] is called a (right) null chain of
F(*) at *0 and the vector 0 ({0) is the (right) eigenvector of F(*) at *0 .
Canonical sets of null functions and null chains are constructed as
follows. Let 1(*) be a null function of maximal order for F(*) at *0 . If
1(*), ..., i (*) are already defined, we define i+1(*) as a null function of
maximal order among all null functions (*) of F(*) at *0 with the
property: (*0)  span[1(*0), ..., i (*0)]. As a result one obtains a finite
sequence 1(*), 2(*), ..., j (*) of null functions of F(*) at *0 which will be
termed canonical. Now let
(*)= :

&=0
(*&*0)& &i (i=1, ..., j)
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be the Taylor expansions in the neighborhood of *0 , and let ki denote the
order of i (*). The set of null chains
(0i , 1i , ..., ki&1, i], (i=1, ..., j) (1.5)
is referred to as a canonical set of null chains of F(*) at *0 .
Canonical sets of right null chains in the more general framework of
finitely meromorphic operator functions have been introduced in [GSi].
The concept itself in the framework of operator polynomials with certain
compactness properties dates back to [Ke]. The canonical sets play an
important role in the spectral theory of operator functions (see [Ma] and
references therein).
The right null pair (C*0 , A*0) of F(*) at *0 is now constructed using the
canonical set of null chains (1.5) in the same way as the eigenpair (1.2),
(1.3) for matrix polynomials. By formula (1.4) the right null pair of F(*)
(with respect to C) is constructed; here *1 , ..., *q are all the distinct zeroes
of F(*) in C. Note that the above constructions and definitions apply, in
particular, in the case of a matrix polynomial L(*); then the canonical set
of null chains at *0 is the same as the canonical set of Jordan chains at *0 ,
and the right null pair of L(*) coincides with the right spectral pair of L(*).
The above concepts of right null functions, chains, and pairs apply ver-
batim to an m_n rmf V(*) with the property that for some *0 # C the
columns of V(*0) are linearly independent. Indeed, one can show (using,
for example, the Smith form of V(*)) that such V(*) has only finite number
of zeroes (i.e., points *0 # C such that there is a right null function at *0)
and that the orders of the right null functions are bounded.
The concept of a null pair for rmf 's, its properties and applications have
been introduced and developed in [BGK] (see also [GkvS, GKLR3]).
Expositions of this theory in various frameworks are found also (among
other sources) in the books [GLR1, GLR2, BGR5]. Recently, this concept
was extended to general rectangular rational matrix functions [BCR,
BRak].
1.3. Common Zero Data
Again, we consider first the case of matrix polynomials. Let L` (*)
(`=1, ..., r) be regular n_n matrix polynomials, and let *0 be a common
eigenvalue of L` (*), i.e., 40 :=r`=1 Ker L` (*0){[0]. The nonzero
vectors in 40 are called common eigenvectors of Lj (*) ( j=1, ..., r) corre-
sponding to *0 . An ordered sequence of vectors 0 , 1 , ..., m&1
(0{0, 0 # 40) which is a Jordan chain corresponding to *0 for each
Lj (*) ( j=1, ..., r) is called a common Jordan chain of length m. A set of
common Jordan chains
[0, i , 1i , ..., ki&1, i] (i=1, ..., j) (1.6)
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is called canonical if the eigenvectors 01 , ..., 0j form a basis in 40 , and the
sum k1+ } } } +kj is maximal possible among all sets of common Jordan
chains of L` (*) (`=1, ..., r) corresponding to *0 having linearly indepen-
dent common eigenvectors. The common right eigenpair of the polynomials
L` (*) (`=1, ..., r) at *0 is constructed from the set (1.6) in the same way
as the pair (1.2), (1.3) was constructed from the set (1.1); then one defines
the common right spectral pair of L` (*) (`=1, ..., r) by (1.4), where
*1 , ..., *q are all the distinct common eigenvalues of L` (*) (`=1, ..., r).
A common right spectral pair is unique up to similarity. Informally, a com-
mon right spectral pair encodes the common zero structure of L` (*)
(`=1, ..., r).
Common spectral pairs have been introduced and studied in [GKRo,
GKLR1, GKLR2] (see also [GLR1]), where, in particular, they are
characterized in terms of restrictions of the spectral pairs of the polyno-
mials L1(*), ..., Lr(*). The relevant definitions run as follows. A pair of
matrices (C, A) is called right admissible if A is of square size, say, s_s,
and C is of size n_s; the number n of rows in C is called the base dimension
of (C, A). Given two right admissible pairs (C1 , A1) and (C2 , A2) with the
same base dimension, we say that (C2 , A2) is a restriction of (C1 , A1) if
there exists an injective linear transformation (i.e., matrix with linearly
independent columns) 9 such that
C2=C19, 9A2=A1 9. (1.7)
(In other words, the subspace M :=Im 9 is A1-invariant and (C2 , A2) is
similar to the pair of restrictions (C1 | M, A1 | M) of C1 and A1 to M).
A right admissible pair (C, A) is called a common restriction of right
admissible pairs (C1 , A1), ..., (Cr , Ar) having the same base dimension if
(C, A) is a restriction of each (Cj , Aj), j=1, ..., r. A common restriction
(C, A) of (C1 , A1), ..., (Cr , Ar) is called greatest common restriction if any
other common restriction of (Cj , Aj) ( j=1, ..., r) is in turn a restriction of
(C, A). It turns out that if at least one of the pairs (Cj , Aj) ( j=1, ..., r) is
observable, then the greatest common restriction exists and is unique up to
similarity. Informally, the greatest common restriction represents the maxi-
mal common part of the given pairs. The following important fact has
been proved in [GKLR1, GKLR2]: The greatest common restriction of the
right spectral pairs of the polynomials L` (*) (`=1, ..., r) coincides with the
common right spectral pair of these polynomials.
Passing to rational matrix functions (rmf 's) we base our concept of com-
mon null structure on the following natural notion of a common null func-
tion: A n_1 vector function (*) is called a common (right) null function
at *0 of n_n regular rmf 's W1(*), ..., Wr(*) if (*) is a (right) null function
at *0 for each Wj (*) ( j=1, ..., r). We say that *0 is a common zero of
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W1(*), ..., Wr(*) if such a common (right) null function (*) at *0 exists,
and we define the common order & of (*) as the minimum of multiplicities
of *0 as a zero of Wj (*) (*) ( j=1, ..., r). Next we write the Taylor expan-
sion of this (*),
(*)= :

j=0
(*&*0) j j ,
and we say that the ordered set of vectors [0 , ..., &&1] is a common right
null chain of W1 , ..., Wr at *0 . Now one constructs a canonical set of com-
mon right null functions 1(*), ..., j (*) of W1 , ..., Wr at a common zero *0
as in the case of a single rmf, replacing the order of a null function by the
common order of a common null function. Then, analogously to the case
of one function, one defines a canonical set (1.5) of common right null
chains, and from such a set the common right null pair (C*0 , A*0) of
W1 , ..., Wr at a common zero *0 is constructed following formulas (1.2),
(1.3). The common right null pair of W1 , ..., Wr is defined by (1.4), where
*1 , ..., *q denote all the distinct common zeros of W1 , ..., Wr . The common
right null pair is an observable pair and is defined uniquely (up to
similarity) by W1 , ..., Wr . Informally, the common right null pair describes
the common zero (or null) structure of W1 , ..., Wr .
Again, the above concepts of common right null functions, chains, and
pairs can be applied verbatim to rectangular rmf's, W1 , ..., Wr of sizes
m1 _n, ..., mr_n, respectively, with the proviso that each Wj (*0) has
linearly independent columns for some *0 # C. Note that the common right
null pair of W1(*), ..., Wr(*) coincides with the right null pair of
W1(*)
_ b & .Wr(*)
At this stage. we emphasize that the common right null pair (C , A ) of W1
and W2 does not coincide, generally speaking, with the greatest common
restriction (C$, A$) of the right null pairs of W1 and W2 . This phenomenon
exhibits a substantial distinction between the situation in the case of rmf 's
and that of analytic matrix functions. It requires extra care when working
with null (and pole) data of several rational matrix functions, in previous
works (especially [BKRV]), as well as in this paper. It turns out that
(C , A ) is a restriction of (C$, A$) (Theorem 3.3). The reason for this dis-
crepancy is the phenomenon peculiar to rational matrix functions, in con-
trast with matrix polynomials and with scalar rational functions; namely,
rmf's can have a pole and a zero at the same point. The following example
illustrates the discrepancy between (C$, A$) and (C , A ).
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Example 1.1. Let
W1(*)=_10
:*&1
1 & ; W2(*)=_
1
0
;*&1
1 & ,
where : and ; are distinct nonzero complex numbers. Here, *0=0 is a pole
and a zero of both W1(*) and W2(*). A straightforward check verifies that
W1(*) and W2(*) have no common right null functions. On the other
hand, W1 and W2 have the same right null pair C$=[ 10], A$=0.
It turns out that a proper characterization of the common right null pair
can be given in the framework of the recently developed theory of null-pole
triples and Sylvester data sets for rmf 's. This characterization, along with
relevant definitions and literature, is found in Section 4 of the paper.
We now turn our attention to the connections between the common zero
data and the common divisors. First note that the notion of a common
spectral pair of matrix polynomials L1(*) and L2(*) is closely related to the
notion of a greatest common divisor of these polynomials (see [GKLR1,
GKLR2], also [GLR1], for definitions and details). In particular, an
n_n matrix polynomial L(*) is a greatest common (right) divisor of n_n
matrix polynomials L1(*) and L2(*) if and only if the (right) spectral
pair of L(*) coincides with the common right spectral pair of L1(*) and
L2(*).
In the case of rational matrix functions, the suitable concept of
divisibility is minimal divisibility. This concept is well known; it first
appeared in electrical engineering (see, for example, Chapter 11 in [B], or
[DV; VD]). Minimal divisors have been studied from the geometric point
of view based on invariant subspaces in [BGKV, BGK, GKLR3, BGR1,
GK2] (this list of sources is by no means complete); see also books
[GLR2, BGR5]. The precise definition of minimal divisibility is given in
Section 6. Common divisors have been studied in [BGR4, BGR3]. (For
brevity, in the sequel the adjective ``minimal'' will be omitted.)
The common right divisor D(*) of rmf 's W1(*) and W2(*) is called maxi-
mal if the following holds: If R(*) is a common divisor of W1(*) and W2(*)
such that D(*) is in turn a divisor of R(*), then, in fact, D(*) and R(*) are
equivalent; i.e., R(*)D(*)&1 is a matrix polynomial with constant nonzero
determinant. The common divisor D(*) of W1(*) and W2(*) is called the
greatest common divisor if any other common divisor of W1(*) and W2(*)
is in turn a divisor of D(*). It is clear from the definitions that a greatest
common divisor (if it exists) is unique up to equivalence and that a greatest
common divisor is maximal. In contrast with the case of matrix poly-
nomials, for given rmf 's W1 and W2 , a greatest common divisor does
not always exist. However, maximal common divisors exist always, and
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a greatest common divisor exists if and only if a maximal common divisor
is unique (up to equivalence); in this case any maximal common divisor is
a greatest common divisor. See [BGR4] for more details and proofs of the
facts mentioned in this paragraph.
Of special interest is the set 4 of all pole-maximal common divisors of the
rmf's W1(*) and W2(*), i.e., common divisors R(*) with a maximal
possible number of poles. Here, the number of poles of R(*) can be under-
stood as the size of the matrix A in the right null pair (C , A ) of R&1(*).
There exists a greatest element R0(*) in 4; it is uniquely defined (up to
equivalence) and is a maximal divisor. We call R0(*) the greatest
pole-maximal common divisor. One of our results states that a common
divisor of W1 and W2 is the greatest pole-maximal common divisor of W1
and W2 , if and only if its right null pair coincides with the common right
null pair of W1 and W2 (see Section 6 for more details). This connection
with divisibility serves as an important motivation for our study of com-
mon right null pairs.
1.4. Common Null Pairs and Realizations
We now present one of the main results of this paper: description of the
common null pair of two rational matrix functions in terms of their realiza-
tions.
First recall that if V(*) is an m_n rmf, then a representation of the
form
V(*)=D+C(*I&A)&1 B, (1.8)
where A, B, C, D are constant matrices of appropriate sizes, is called a
realization of V(*). The realization (1.8) is called minimal if the size of the
matrix A is minimal among all realizations of V(*). An important relation
between realizations and null structure of rmf 's is manifested in the fact (a
proof of which can be found in [BGK, GLR, or BGR5]) that if (1.8) is a
minimal realization, and D is invertible, then the pair (C, A&BD&1C) is
a right null pair of V(*).
The realization theory of rmf 's is a cornerstone of the modern linear
systems theory (see, e.g., the books [KFA, So, BGK, Rs, GLR2]). More
details and results about realizations are found in the next section.
Now let W1(*) and W2(*) be n_n rmf 's having value I at infinity.
Let
_W1(*)W2(*)&=_
I
I&+_
C1
C2& (*I&A)&1 B (1.9)
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be a minimal realization (its existence is ensured by Theorem 2.2 of
Section 2). Denote A_j =A&BCj , j=1, 2. The following is one of the main
results of this paper.
Theorem 1.1. The common right null pair of W1(*) and W2(*) is given
by the pair
(C1 | N, A_1 | N)=(C2 | N, A
_
2 | N), (1.10)
where N is the maximal A_1 -invariant (or, what is the same, maximal
A_2 -invariant) subspace contained in Ker(C1&C2).
Here, for an n_m matrix X and a subspace MCm, we denote by
X | M the restriction of X (considered in the obvious way as a linear trans-
formation Cm  Cn) to the subspace M.
Theorem 1.1 can be used to identify right null pairs of rectangular rmf 's
(under certain hypotheses); see Section 7 for details.
1.5. Brief Description of the Contents; Notation
The rest of the paper consists of Sections 28. Section 2 is of preliminary
character. Here we continue to recall the basic concepts and results, which
are used throughout the paper, from the realization and minimality theory
of rmf's. In Section 3 we study relations between the common right null
pair of two n_n regular rmf 's and the greatest common restriction of their
right null pairs. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1, which is
based on the theory of null-pole triples of rmf's. Therefore, the necessary
concepts and results of this theory are recalled in Section 4 as well. A spe-
cial case of coprime rmf 's is considered in Section 5; in this case the for-
mulation of our main result (Theorem 1.1) is considerably simplified. We
study connections with (minimal) divisibility in Section 6. Here it is
proved, for example. that (under certain hypotheses) W1 and W2 have a
greatest common divisor if and only if their common right null pair coin-
cides with the greatest common restriction of their right null pairs. Some
extensions and generalizations of Theorem 1.1 are presented in Section 7.
Finally, in the last Section 8, we formulate a conjecture concerning descrip-
tion of a common right null pair of more than two rmf 's and prove a part
of this conjecture in a special case.
Throughout the paper, all matrices are over the field of complex num-
bers C. A p_q matrix will be identified with a linear transformation
Cq  C p, in the natural way. The language of matrices and the language of
linear transformations will be used interchangeably. For example, we will
use the concept of an A-invariant subspace, for an n_n matrix A. The
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restriction of A to its invariant subspace L will be denoted A | L. Other
notation used throughout the paper: For an m_n matrix X,
Im X=[Xy | y # Cn], Ker X=[ y # Cn | Xy=0].
The column block matrix
_
Z1
Z2
b
Zr&
will be denoted col[Zj] rj=1 or col[Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zr], and for the row block
matrix we write
row[Yj] sj=1=[Y1 , Y2 , ..., Ys].
The set of eigenvalues of a square size matrix A is denoted _(A). We will
use the concepts defined in the introduction without further explanation.
2. Preliminaries
We briefly review here the basic well-known facts on pairs of matrices
and realizations that will be extensively used in this paper (some of them
were introduced in Section 1).
A pair of matrices (A, B) is called left admissible if A is s_s and B is
s_m; the number m is called the base dimension of (A, B). A left admissible
pair (A, B) is called controllable (or a full range pair) if
.

j=0
Im(A jB)=Cs. (2.1)
If (A1 , B1) and (A2 , B2) are left admissible pairs with the same base dimen-
sion we say that (A2 , B2) is a corestriction of (A1 , B1) if
8B1=B2 , 8A1=A2 8 (2.2)
for some surjective linear transformation 8. If (2.2) holds with invertible 8,
the pairs (A1 , B1) and (A2 , B2) are said to be cosimilar.
The following proposition is well known (and easy to prove).
Proposition 2.1. (a) If a right admissible pair (C, A) is observable,
then for every matrix G of appropriate size the pair (C, A+GC) is observ-
able as well.
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(b) If a left admissible pair (A, B) is controllable, then (A+BF, B) is
controllable for every matrix F (of appropriate size).
Next, we consider realizations: The realization (1.8) is called controllable
if (A, B) is controllable; and it is observable if (C, A) is observable.
Theorem 2.2. An m_n rmf V(*) admits a realization if and only if V(*)
is analytic at infinity (i.e., no entry of V(*) has a pole at infinity). The
realization (1.8) is minimal if and only if it is observable and controllable.
Moreover, if (1.8) and
V(*)=D+C (*I&A )&1 B
are minimal realizations of V(*), then they are similar: there exists an inver-
tible matrix S such that
C =CS, A =S&1AS, B =S&1B.
Furthermore, such S is unique.
This result, as well as the next Theorem 2.3, is basic in the modern
realization theory, originated in [Kal, Y] and found in many books (see,
e.g., [KFA, So, BGK, Rs, GLR2]).
The size of the matrix A in minimal realization (1.8) is called the
McMillan degree of V(*). Informally, the McMillan degree of V(*) is equal
to the number of poles of V(*) counted with multiplicities.
If the rmf V(*) having the realization (1.8) is of a square size and
V()=D is invertible, then V(*)&1 admits the realization
[V(*)]&1=D&1&D&1C(*&A_)&1 BD&1, (2.3)
where A_=A&BD&1C. Moreover, in view of Proposition 2.1, (1.8) is
minimal if and only if (2.3) is.
It turns out that any realization can be reduced to a minimal one. Start-
ing with a realization (1.8), where A is s_s, suppose that Cs can be decom-
posed into a direct sum of subspaces
Cs=L +4 M +4 N, (2.4)
such that with respect to this decomposition the matrices (or linear trans-
formations) A, B, and C have the following block form:
A11 A12 A13 B1
A=_ 0 A0 A23& , B=_B0& , C=[0 C0 C1]. (2.5)0 0 A33 0
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For example, B1 : Cn  L; A23 : N  M. (The situation when some of the
subspaces L, M, or N are the zero subspace is not excluded.) An easy
calculation shows that
V(*)=D+C0(*I&A0)&1 B0 . (2.6)
We say that the realization (2.6) is a reduction of the realization (1.8), or
(1.8) is a dilation of (2.6). It is clear that the representations (2.5) hold true
if and only if L is an A-invariant subspace which is contained in Ker C
and L +4 M is an A-invariant subspace which contains Im B.
Theorem 2.3. Any realization of an rmf V(*) (which is analytic at
infinity) is a dilation of a minimal realization. More precisely, given the
realization (1.8), set L=j=0 Ker(CA
j), let M be a direct complement of
L in (,j=0 Ker(CA
j))+(j=0 Im(A
jB)), and choose a direct complement
N of L +4 M in Cs. Then, with respect to the direct sum (2.4) the matrices
A, B, and C have the partitionings (2.5) and the realization (2.6) of V(*) is
minimal.
3. Null Pairs of Rational Matrix Functions and
Their Common Restrictions
In this section we will study the common right null pair of the rmf 's W1
and W2 in terms of common restrictions of the null pairs of W1 and W2 .
To start with, for a future reference we record the following fact.
Proposition 3.1. If V(*) is a square size rmf which is analytic and inver-
tible at infinity, and if V(*)=D+C(*I&A)&1 B is a minimal realization,
then the right null pair of V(*) can be identified with (C, A&BD&1C).
See [BGK, GLR2, or BGR5] for the proof of this statement.
We now pass to right admissible pairs that are not necessarily observ-
able. For such a pair (C, A), let L=j=0 Ker(CA
j). Clearly, L is
A-invariant and LKer C; in fact, L is the maximal A-invariant sub-
space in Ker C. With respect to the direct sum decomposition
Cs=L +4 L0 , (3.1)
where s is the size of A and L0 is a direct complement to L in Cs, we can
write
C=[0, C0], A=_A110
A12
A0 & . (3.2)
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The right admissible pair (C0 , A0) is easily seen to be observable. This pair
is called the observable part of (C, A). The definite article is appropriate
here, because the observable part (which a priori depends on the choice of
L0 in (3.1)) is in fact uniquely defined up to similarity.
Proposition 3.2. If an observable pair (C1 , A1) is a restriction of
(C, A), then (C1 , A1) is a restriction of the observable part of (C, A).
Proof. We have C1=C9, 9A1=A9 for some injective 9. Write
9=[ 9190] with respect to the decomposition (3.1). Then (3.2) gives
C1=C090 , 90A1=A0 90 . (3.3)
It remains to prove that 90 is injective, i.e., Ker 90=[0]. But (3.3) implies
easily that Ker 90Ker C1 and Ker 90 is A1-invariant. Thus,
Ker 90 ,

j=0
Ker(C1A j1)=[0],
where the latter equality is ensured by the observability of (C1 , A1). K
We return now to the framework of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.3. Assume the hypotheses and preserve the notations of
Theorem 1.1. Then (C1 | N, A_1 | N) is a common restriction of the right null
pairs of W1(*) and W2(*).
Proof. First note that (C1 | N, A_1 | N) is a common restriction of
the pairs (C1 , A_1 ) and (C2 , A
_
2 ). Indeed, this follows from the equalities
C2 | N=C1 | N and A_2 | N=A
_
1 | N. Also, the pair (C1 | N, A
_
1 | N) is
observable. To verify this, let x # N be such that x # j=0 Ker(C1(A
_
1 )
j).
Then
x # ,

j=0
Ker {_C1C2& \A&B _
C1
C2&+
j
=.
But the pair (col[C1 , C2], A) is observable by the minimality of the
realization (1.9) (Theorem 2.2). Therefore (Proposition 2.1) (col[C1 , C2], A
&B col[C1 , C2]) is observable as well, and we conclude that x=0.
Next, we turn to the realizations
Wj (*)=I+Cj (*I&A)&1 B ( j=1, 2).
The pair (Cj , A) is not necessarily observable; write
Cj=[0, Cj0], A=_Aj20
Aj2
Aj0& , B=_
Bj1
Bj0& ,
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with respect to a direct sum decomposition
Cs=\ ,

k=0
Ker(CjAk)+ +4 Lj0 .
Here (Cj0 , Aj0) is the observable part of (Cj , A). By Theorem 2.3, the
realizations
Wj (*)=I+Cj0(*I&Aj0)&1 Bj0 ( j=1, 2)
are minimal. Therefore (Proposition 3.1), the right null pair of Wj (*) can
be identified with (Cj0 , Aj0&Bj0 Cj0). On the other hand,
,

k=0
Ker(Cj Ak)= ,

k=0
Ker(Cj (A&BCj)k). (3.4)
Indeed. both sides of (3.4) represent the maximal A-invariant, or, equiv-
alently, maximal (A&BCj)-invariant subspace in Ker Cj . Also
A&BCj=_Aj10
Aj2&Bj1Cj0
Aj0&Bj0Cj0& .
Therefore, (Cj0 , Aj0&Bj0 Cj0) is the observable part of (Cj , A_j ). Now use
the assertions verified in the first part of the proof, together with Proposi-
tion 3.2, to infer that (C1 | N, A_1 | N) is a common restriction of
(C10 , A10&B10C10) and (C20 , A20&B20C20). K
In general, the pair (C1 | N, A_1 | N) from Theorem 1.1 is not the
greatest common restriction of the right null pairs of W1(*) and W2(*).
Example 1.1, in particular, illustrates this point. Below we present some
additional hypothesis on the rmf 's involved that guarantee that (C1 | N,
A_1 | N) is the greatest common restriction of the right null pairs of W1(*)
and W2(*).
Theorem 3.4. Assume that _(A) & _(A_1 )=, or _(A) & _(A
_
2 )=, (or
both). Then (C1 | N, A_1 | N) is the greatest common restriction of the right
null pairs of W1(*) and W2(*).
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, it will suffice to show
that (C1 | N, A_1 | N) is the greatest common restriction of (C1 , A
_
1 ) and
(C2 , A_2 ). We can suppose _(A) & _(A
_
1 )=, (if _(A) & _(A
_
2 )=,, then
repeat the same arguments with (C2 , A_2 ) rather than (C1 , A
_
1 )).
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Let M be an A_1 -invariant subspace such that (C1 | M, A
_
1 | M) is a
common restriction of (C1 , A_1 ) and (C2 , A
_
2 ). With respect to some direct
sum decomposition Cm=M +4 L write
C1=[C0 , C$1], A_1 =_J0
:
;& , A=_
A11
A21
A12
A22& , B=_
B1
B2& .
Then A_1 =A&BC1=[
A11&B1C0
A21&B2C0
A12&B1C$1
A22&B2C$1
], and therefore A11&B1C0=J,
A21&B2C0=0. On the other hand, by definition of the common restric-
tion, there exists an invertible matrix S such that
C2S=[C0 , C 1], S &1A_2 S=_J0
#
$& (3.5)
for some C 1 , #, and $. Now
S&1A_2 S=S
&1(AS&BC2 S)=S&1(AS&B[C0 , C 1]),
and, writing S=[ S11 S12S21 S22], we have
A _S11S21&&_
B1
B2& C0=S _
J
0& .
Rewriting, using the equalities A11&B1C0=J, A21&B2C0=0, we get
A _S11S21&&_
S11
S21& J=_
A11&J
A21 & ,
or
A _S11&IS21 &=_
S11&I
S21 & J. (3.6)
By the hypothesis, _(J) & _(A)=,. Therefore, Eq. (3.6) has only the
solution S11&I=0, S21=0. Clearly, Sx=x for every X # M, and there-
fore (3.5) implies that C2x=C1 x and A_2 x=A
_
1 x for every x # M. So
MN, where N is taken from Theorem 1.1, and we are done, in view of
Theorem 3.3. K
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We need some preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 1.1, and we start
by recalling the relevant concepts.
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Let V(*) be an m_n rmf such that for some *0 # C the matrix V(*0) has
linearly independent rows (it follows that nm). Then one can introduce
a left pole pair of V(*) using canonical sets of left pole functions. We will
not follow this construction here (full details are found, for example, in
[BGR5]) and simply observe that in case V(*) is of square size, and there-
fore V(*)&1 exists, a left admissible pair of matrices (A, B) is a left pole
pair of V(*) (with respect to C) if and only if (BT, AT) is a right null pair
of [V(*)&1]T. (The superscript ``T'' denotes the transposed matrix.)
Now let W(*) be an n_n rmf with value I at infinity. A right null pole
triple of W(*) (with respect to the whole complex plane) is defined as a
triple (A? , B? ; C` , A` ; S) which consists of two pairs of matrices (A? , B?)
and (C` , A`) and a matrix S of appropriate sizes, satisfying the following
properties:
(i) (C` , A`) is a right null pair of W(*) (with respect to C);
(ii) (A? , B?) is a left pole pair of W(*) (with respect to C);
(iii) S is the unique invertible matrix such that
W(*)=I+C`S&1(*I&A?)&1 B? .
A right null-pole triple of W(*) exists and is unique up to similarity: If
(A ( j)? , B
( j)
? ; C
( j)
` , A
( j)
` ; Sj) ( j=1, 2) are right null-pole triples of W(*), then
there exist invertible matrices 8 and 9 (which, in fact, are unique) such
that
8B (1)? =B
(2)
? , 8A
(1)
? =A
(2)
? 8,
9A(2)` =A
(1)
` 9, C
(2)
` =C
(1)
` 9,
S2=8S19.
If (A? ; B? ; C` , A` ; S) is a right null pole triple of W(*), then the pair
(A? , B?) is controllable, the pair (C` , A`) is observable, and S satisfies the
equation
A? S=SA`+B?C` . (4.1)
Observe that the notion of right null-pole triple is dual to the notion of
(left) nuill-pole triple which was extensively studied in recent years in con-
nection with various factorization problems [BGR1, BKRV, BGR5] and
interpolation problems [GKLR3, BRan1, BRan2, GKRa, BGR2, BGR5,
BRak] for rational matrix functions. In these sources, the local version of
left null-pole triples (i.e., with respect to a fixed set _ in the extended com-
plex plane) was used, as well as the left null-pole triples with respect to C.
This duality can be expressed as follows: (A? , B? ; C` , A` ; S) is a right null-
pole triple of W(*) if and only if (BT? ; A
T
? ; A
T
` , C
T
` ; S
T) is a left null-pole
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triple of the transposed function W(*)T (both triples are with respect to the
whole complex plane C). The language of right null-pole triples appears to
be more convenient for the purposes of this paper.
Right null-pole triples are examples of the more abstract concept of right
Sylvester data sets (the dual version of left Sylvester data sets was studied
and their calculus developed in [GK2, BGR2, BGR4, BGR5, GKRa]). An
ordered triple {=(A? , B? ; C` , A` ; S) consisting of two pairs of matrices
(A? , B?), (C` , A`) and of a matrix S is called a right Sylvester data set if
(A? , B?) is controllable, (C` , A`) is observable and the Sylvester equation
(4.1) is satisfied (it is assumed, of course, that the sizes of A? , B? , C` , A` ,
and S match in such a way that the operations on matrices that are involved
in the controllability and observability tests and in the Sylvester equation
make sense). The number of columns of B? (which is equal to the number
of rows in C`) is called the base dimension of the right Sylvester data set {.
Given two right Sylvester data sets {=(A?j , B?j ; C`jA`j ; Sj), j=1, 2,
with the same base dimension, we say that {2 is a restriction of {1 if there
exists linear maps 8 and 9 such that 9 is surjective, 8 is injective and the
following equalities hold:
8B?1=B?2 , 8A?1=A?28, (4.2)
9A`2=A`19, C`2=C`1 9, (4.3)
S2=8S19. (4.4)
If 8 and 9 are both invertible and Eq. (4.2)(4.4) hold, then the right
Sylvester data sets {1 and {2 are called similar. In particular, if {1 and {2
are similar, then the matrices A?1 and A?2 are similar, as well as the
matrices A`1 and A`2 . Clearly, the similarity is an equivalence relation, and
the restriction is a transitive relation.
Note that the concept of restriction and similarity of right Sylvester data
sets generalizes the corresponding notions for observable right admissible
pairs and controllable left admissible pairs (introduced in Sections 1 and 2).
Given several right Sylvester data sets {1 , ..., {k with the same base
dimension, a right Sylvester data set { is called a common restriction of
{1 , ..., {k if { is a restriction of each {j ( j=1, ..., k). A common restriction
{ is called greatest common restriction of {1 , ..., {k if any other common
restriction of {1 , ..., {k is in turn a restriction of {. A maximal common
restriction { of {1 , ..., {k is defined by the property that if {$ is a common
restriction of {1 , ..., {k and { is a restriction of {$, then { and {$ are in fact
similar. The basic theory of common restrictions of Sylvester data sets was
developed and applied in [BGR3, BGR4, BKRV]. Here we only mention
that a greatest common restriction need not exist, but maximal common
restrictions exist always.
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The concept of common corestrictions and greatest common restrictions
of left admissible pairs (which is dual to the corresponding notion for right
admissible pairs) will now be introduced. Thus, given a finite number
[(A?j , B?j)]kj=1 of left admissible pairs having the same base dimension, a
left admissible pair (A? , B?) is called greatest common corestriction of
[(A?j , B?j)]kj=1 if it is a corestriction of each (A?j , B?j) and every common
corestriction (A$? , B$?) of [(A?j , B?j)]kj=1 is in turn a corestriction of
(A? , B?). It is known (see [GKRo, GKLR1, GLR1]) that a greatest com-
mon corestriction of a finite number of controllable pairs with the same
base dimension exists and is unique up to cosimilarity.
The following result is crucial for the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 4.1. Let W1(*) and W2(*) be rmf 's with W1()=
W2()=I, and let
{j=(A?j , B?j ; C`j , A`j ; Sj)
be a right null-pole triple of Wj (*) ( j=1, 2). Let (A ? , B ?) be the greatest
common corestriction of the left pole pairs (with respect to C) of W1(*) and
W2(*). Let (C ` , A `) be a common right null pair (with respect to C) of
W1(*) and W2(*). Then there exists a unique matrix S such that
(A ? , B ? ; C ` , A ` ; S) is a common restriction (in fact, a maximal common
restriction) of {1 and {2 . Conversely, if for some observable pair (C $` , A$` ) and
some matrix S$ the Sylvester data set (A ? , B ? ; C $` , A$` ; S$) is a common
restriction of {1 and {2 , then (C $` , A$` ) is a restriction of (C ` , A `).
A local (i.e., with respect to one point *0 # C rather than the whole
complex plane) version of this result, in terms of the dual concept of left
null-pole triples is proved in [BKRV Theorem 4.1]. The global version of
Theorem 4.1 in [BKRV] follows easily by using the localization properties
(see [GK2, BGR4]) of left null-pole triples and their common corestric-
tions. Finally, by taking the transposes, the result of Theorem 4.1 follows
as well.
Using Theorem 4.1, a characterization of the common null pair of W1
and W2 in terms of common restrictions of their right null-pole triples can
be given.
Theorem 4.2. Let Wj , {j , and (A ? , B ?) be as in Theorem 4.1. Then the
common right null pair (C ` , A `) of W1 and W2 is uniquely (up to similarity)
determined by the following property: (C ` , A `) is the common restriction of
(C`1 , A`1) and (C`2 , A`2) having the maximal size of A ` such that
81 S1 91=82S292 .
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Here 9j are injective linear transformations defined by (C ` , A `) being a com-
mon restriction of (C`j , A`j) ( j=1, 2), i.e.,
9jA `=A`j9j , C `=C`j9j ( j=1, 2),
while 8j are surjective linear transformations defined by (A ? , B ?) being the
greatest common corestriction of the left pole pairs of W1 and W2 :
8j B?j=B ? , 8jA?j=A ?8j , ( j=1, 2).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Write the n_n rational matrix functions W1(*)
and W2(*) in the form of minimal realization (1.9). Then a right null-pole
triple for Wj (*) is given by
(PjAPj , PjB; CjPj , Pj (A&BCj) Pj ; Pj), (4.5)
where Pj is any fixed projector along the subspace Mj :=k=0 Ker(CjA
k),
j=1, 2. In the formula (4.5) Pj is understood as a linear transformation
Cm  Im Pj , where m is the size of A. Since the pair (col[C1 , C2], A) is
observable, we have M1 & M2=[0], and therefore we can (and do) assume
that the projectors P1 and P2 are chosen so that
Im P1=Ker P2 +4 M, Im P2=Ker P1 +4 M,
for a fixed subspace M (a direct complement to M1 +4 M2 in C
m). In
particular, the projectors P1 and P2 commute, and Q :=P1 P2 is again a
projector. Note that Im Q=M.
It will be convenient to divide the rest of the proof of Theorem 1.1 into
three steps, indicating by K the end of each step.
Step 1. The pair (QAQ, QB) is a greatest common corestriction of
(P1AP1 , P1B) and (P2 AP2 , P2 B).
Proof. We have
Qi PiB=QB, QiPiAPi=QAQQi , (4.6)
where Qi : Im Pi  M is defined by Qix=x, x # M, Qiy=0, y # Ker P3&i
(i=1, 2). Clearly, Q1 and Q2 are surjective maps. The equalities (4.6) show
that (QAQ, QB) is a common corestriction of (P1AP1 , P1B) and
(P2AP2 , P2B). On the other hand, assume that (A$, B$) is a common
corestriction of (Pi APi , Pi B), i=1, 2; i.e.,
8$iPiB=B$, 8$iPiAPi=A$8i (4.7)
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for some surjective linear maps 8$1 : Im P1  C p and 8$2 : Im P2  C p,
where p is the size of A$. Write A and B as block matrices with respect to
the direct sum decomposition
Cm=M1 +4 M2 +4 M. (4.8)
Then
A1 0 A13
A=_ 0 A2 A23& : M1 +4 M2 +4 M  M1 +4 M2 +4 M,0 0 A3
(4.9)
B1
B=_B2& : Cn  M1 +4 M2 +4 M.B3
Note that the block zeros in A appear because M1 and M2 are A-invariant.
Next, write the block matrix representations of Pj : Cm  Im Pj and
8$j : Im Pj  C p:
P1=_00
I
0
0
I& : M1 +4 M2 +4 M  M2 +4 M, (4.10)
P2=_ I0
0
0
0
I&: M1 +4 M2 +4 M  M1 +4 M, (4.11)
8$1=[8$11 , 8$12]: M2 +4 M  C p, (4.12)
8$2=[8$21 , 8$22]: M1 +4 M  C p. (4.13)
The equalities (4.7) imply that
row[(A$) j&1 B$]kj=1=8$i row[(PiAPi)
j&1 PiB]kj=1 (4.14)
for k=1, 2, ..., or
row[(A$) j&1B$]kj=1=[8$11 , 8$12] row __A20
A23
A3 &
j&1
_B2B3&&
k
j=1
=[8$21 , 8$22] row __A10
A13
A3 &
j&1
_B1B3&&
k
j=1
.
This implies
[0, 8$11 , 8$12] row[A j&1B]kj=1=[8$21 , 0, 8$22] row[A
j&1B]kj=1 .
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Taking k sufficiently large so that row [A j&1B]kj=1 is right invertible, we
obtain [0, 8$11 , 8$12]=[8$21 , 0, 8$22], or 8$11=0, 8$21=0, 8$12=8$22 . Thus
the surjectivity of 8$1 implies that the restriction 8$1 | M is surjective as well,
and equalities (4.7) give
(8$1 | M) QB=B$, (8$1 | M) QAQ=A$(8$1 | M).
This shows that (A$, B$) is a corestriction of (QAQ, QB). K
Step 2. Let (C ` , A `) be a common right null pair of W1(*) and W2(*),
or, equivalently, a right null pair of
V(*)=_W1(*)W2(*)& .
Then (C ` , A `) is similar to (C1 | N0 , A_1 | N0)=(C2 | N0 , A
_
2 | N0) for some
(A&BC1)-invariant subspace N0 such that C1 | N0=C2 | N0 .
Proof. By Step 1, (QAQ, QB) is a greatest common corestriction of
(P1AP1 , P1B) and (P2 AP2 , P2 B). We apply Theorem 4.1. It follows
that for some (unique) matrix R the right Sylvester data set
(QAQ, QB; C ` , A ` ;R) is a common restriction of the null-pole triples (4.5).
To be more specific there exist surjective linear maps 8i : Im Pi  Im Q
(i=1, 2) and injective linear maps 9i : Cq  Cm (i=1, 2) (here q_q is the
size of A `) such that the equalities
8i PiB=QB, 8iPiAPi=QAQ8i , (4.15)
9iA `=Pi (A&BCi)Pi9i , C `=Ci Pi 9i , (4.16)
R=81P191=82 P292 , (4.17)
hold true for i=1, 2. We write A, B, and Pi as block matrices (as in
(4.9)(4.11)). Then (4.15) implies
8101=0, (4.18)
where
01 :=row __A20
A23
A3 &
j&1
_B2B3&&
k
j=1
, 0 :=row[A j&13 B3]
k
j=1.
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Fix k so large that 01 is right invertible, partition this matrix 01=
col[011 , 0], with the corresponding partitioning of its right inverse
0(&1)1 =[012 , 013]. Multiplying (4.18) on the right by 0
(&1)
1 , we obtain
81=0[012 , 013]=[0, I]: Ker P2 +4 Im Q  Im Q.
Analogously,
82=[0, I]: Ker P1 +4 Im Q  Im Q.
On the other hand, we have the following block matrix representations of
91 and 92 :
0 921
91=_911& : Cq  M1 +4 M2 +4 M, 91=_ 0 & : Cq  M1 +4 M2 +4 M.912 922
Now, using the already established representations for 81 and 82 we see
from (4.17) that
912=[0, I] _911912&=81 P191=82 P292=[0, I] _
921
922&=922 . (4.19)
Now write the block matrix representations
C1=[0, C12 , C13]: M1 +4 M2 +4 M  Cn,
C2=[C21 , 0, C23]: M1 +4 M2 +4 M  Cn.
The zero blocks appear here since Ker CiMi , i=1, 2. Using (4.9) we see
that the equalities (4.16) take now the form
_911912& A `=_
A2&B2C12
&B3C12
A23&B2C13
A3&B3 C13 & _
911
912& (4.20)
C `=[C12 C13] _911912&=[C21 C23] _
921
922& , (4.21)
_821922& A `=_
A1&B1 C21
&B3C21
A13&B1C23
A3&B3C23 & _
921
922& . (4.22)
Denote 9 =912=922 . The equalities (4.21) can be rewritten in the form
C `=C1 col[921 , 911 , 9 ]=C2 col[921 , 911 , 9 ], (4.23)
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and, consequently,
(A&BC1) col[921 , 911 , 9 ]=(A&BC2) col[921 , 911 , 9 ].
Write the block matrix representations for A, B, C1 , and C2 and compare
the first block entry on both sides of this equality to get
[A1 , &B1 C12 , A13&B1C13] col[921 , 911 , 9 ]
=[A1&B1C21 , 0, A13&B1C23] col[921 , 911 , 9 ]
=[A1&B2C21 , A13&B1C23] _9219 &=921A ` ,
where the last equality follows from (4.22). Using (4.20) we infer that
col[921 , 911 , 9 ] A `=(A&BC1) col[921 , 911 , 9 ]
=(A&BC2) col[921 , 911 , 9 ]. (4.24)
Put N0=Im col[921 , 911 , 9 ]. It follows that C1 | N0=C2 | N0 and N0 is
(A&BC1)-invariant. The equalities (4.23) and (4.24) show that (C ` , A `) is
similar to (C1 | N0 , A_1 | N0)=(C2 | N0 , A
_
2 | N0). K
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, it remains to prove the following
statement.
Step 3. Given an A_1 -invariant subspace KKer(C1&C2), the pair
(C1 | K, A_1 | K) is a restriction of the common right null pair of W1(*) and
W2(*).
Proof. It will suffice to show that, for a suitable S, (QAQ, QB;
C1 | K, A_1 | K; S) is a common restriction of
(PiAPi , PiB; CiPi , Pi (A&BC)Pi ; Pi), i=1, 2.
This follows from the converse part of Theorem 4.1 and from the statement
proved in Step 1. Write K=Im col[Zj]3j=1 , where
col[Zj]3j=1 : C
k  M1 +4 M2 +4 M
is an injective linear map (here k=dim K). Because K is A_1 -invariant,
we have
(A&BC1) col[Zj]3j=1=(A&BC2) col[Zj]
3
j=1=col[Zj]
3
j=1 A `
for some A ` . The pair (C1 | K, A_1 | K)=(C2 | K, A
_
2 | K) is clearly
similar to (C ` , A `), where C `=C1 col[Zj]3j=1=C2 col[Zj]
3
j=1. So we can
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consider (C ` , A `) in place of (C1 | K, A_1 | K). We have to find surjective
linear maps 81 , 82 and injective linear maps 91 , 92 such that the
equalities (4.15)(4.17) hold true. Take
81=[0, I]: Ker P2 +4 Im Q  Im Q,
82=[0, I]: Ker P1 +4 Im Q  Im Q,
0 Z1
91=_Z2& , 92=_ 0 & .Z3 Z3
Then (4.15) is obviously satisfied, and (4.17) becomes 81P191=
82 P292=Z3 . The equalities (4.16) are easily verified; indeed, the equality
91 A `=P1(A&BC1)P191 follows because Ker P1 is (A&BC1)-invariant,
the equality 92A `=P2(A&BC2)P2 92 follows because Ker P2 is
(A&BC2)-invariant, and the equality C `=CjPj9j follows because
Cj | Ker Pj=0 for j=1, 2. The linear transformations 81 and 82 are clearly
surjective. It remains to prove that 91 and 92 are injective (in particular,
this will imply that (C ` , A `), as a restriction of an observable pair, is itself
an observable pair). Let x # Ker Z2 & Ker Z3 . Let y=col[Zj]3j=1 x=
col[Z1x, 0, 0]. Since C1 | Ker P1=0, we have C1y=0, and since
y # KKer (C1&C2), we have C2y=0. Also,
Ay=(A&BC1) y # K
(because K is (A&BC1)-invariant). The form (4.9) of A implies that
Ay=col[A1Z1 x, 0, 0], and therefore C1Ay=0. Hence, Ay # Ker C1 and
Ay # KKer (C1&C2). It follows that C2Ay=0. Proceeding in this man-
ner, we obtain vectors y, Ay, A2y, . . . in K such that C1A jy=C2A jy=0
for j=0, 1, . . .. Let K0 be the subspace spanned by y, Ay, A2y, ... . Then K0
is A-invariant and C1z=C2z=0 for every z # K0 . Since the pair
(col[C1 , C2], A) is observable, we must have K0=[0], i.e., y=0. But then
the injectiveness of col[Zj]3j=1 implies x=0. Thus, 91 is injective.
Analogously one checks that 92 is injective. K
Theorem 1.1 is proved completely. K
5. Coprime Rational Matrix Functions
An important particular case of Theorem 1.1 appears when the functions
W1 and W2 are coprime. As we shall see, in this case the formulation of
Theorem 1.1 can be considerably simplified. A standard definition of
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coprimeness runs as follows. Matrix polynomials M1(*), ..., Ml (*) of sizes
m1 _n, ..., ml_n, respectively, are called right coprime if the only n_n
matrix polynomial right common divisors of M1(*), ..., Ml (*) are units, i.e.,
matrix polynomials with constant nonzero determinants. It is well known
that right coprimeness is equivalent to the solvability of the Bezout equation
X1(*) M1(*)+ } } } +Xl (*) Ml (*)#I. (5.1)
Namely, M1(*), ..., Ml (*) are right coprime if and only if there exist matrix
polynomials X1(*), ..., Xl (*) satisfying (5.1). This concept is well established
in the theory of matrices (see, e.g., [Mc]), and more recently it became
very useful in control problems [Kai], especially H control [V, Fr].
We will apply the notion of coprimeness, in the Bezout equation
formulation, to rational matrix functions. Thus, we say that rmf 's
M1(*), ..., Ml (*) of sizes m1 _n, ..., ml_n, respectively, are right coprime if
there exist matrix polynomials X1(*), ..., Xl (*) such that (5.1 ) holds.
Proposition 5.1. Assume that the rmf 's M1(*), ..., Ml (*) are such that
the columns of Mi (*0) are linearly independent for some *0 # C (i=1, ..., l ).
Then M1(*), ..., Ml (*) are right coprime if and only if they have no common
right null functions (corresponding to any *0 # C).
Proof. It is easy to see that if (*) is a right null function of
W(*)=col[Mj (*)] lj=1 (5.2)
corresponding to *0 # C, (*) is also a right null function of
X(*) W(*)= :
l
i=1
Xi (*) Mi (*),
for any matrix polynomial
X(*)=[X1(*), X2(*), ..., Xl (*)]
of suitable size. Thus, right coprime M1(*), ..., Ml (*) cannot have a com-
mon right null function.
For the proof of the converse statement, we recall the SmithMcMillan
form first: Any rmf W(*) can be represented in the form
W(*)=E(*) D(*) F(*), (5.3)
where E(*) and F(*) are square size matrix polynomials with constant non-
zero determinants, and D(*) is a diagonal matrix (possibly with adjoined
zero columns andor zero rows) having nonzero rational functions
d1(*), ..., dr(*) on the main diagonal such that di (*)(di&1(*))&1 (i=2, ..., r)
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are polynomials. See, e.g., [GLR1, GLR2, Kai] for a proof of (5.3); often
the proof is given for a matrix polynomial W(*), but generalization to
rmf's is straightforward.
Assume now that M1(*), ..., Ml (*) have no common right null functions.
The SmithMcMillan form (5.3) applied for the rmf (5.2) gives
col[Mj (*)] lj=1=E(*) _diag[dj (*)]
n
j=1
0 & F(*),
where 0 stands for the (m1+ } } } +ml)_n zero matrix, E(*) and F(*)
are matrix polynomials with constant nonzero determinants, and dj (*)
( j=1, ..., n) are rational functions without zeros in the complex plane C.
This property of dj (*) follows from the nonexistence of common right null
functions for M1(*), ..., Ml (*). Now
X(*) col[Mj (*)] lj=1 #I,
where
X(*)=F(*)&1 _
d1(*)&1
0
b
0
} } }
. . .
} } } 0
0
b
dn(*)&1
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
0
b
0& E(*)&1
is a matrix polynomial. K
Combining Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 1.1, the following result is
obtained.
Theorem 5.2. Assume the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 1.1. Then
W1 and W2 are right coprime if and only if for every *0 # C the system of
equations
C1x=C2 x; A_1 x=*0x
has only the trivial solution x=0.
6. Common Right Null Pairs and Common Minimal Divisors
Common right null pairs are closely related to common divisors of
rational matrix functions. In this section we explore this relationship.
The concept of divisibility (more precisely, minimal divisibility) was
already mentioned in Section 1. Let us give the exact definition. Given a
regular n_n rmf W(*), the null multiplicity z(W; *0) of W(*) at *0 is
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defined as the size of the matrix A taken from a right null pair (C, A) of
W(*) at *0 (if *0 is not a zero of W(*), we put formally z(W; *0)=0). The
pole multiplicity p(W; *0) of W(*) at *0 is defined by p(w; *0)=z(W &1; *0).
A factorization
W(*)=W1(*) W2(*) (6.1)
of rmf 's is called minimal at *0 # C if
z(W; *0)=z(W1 ; *0)+z(W2 ; *0),
or, equivalently,
p(W; *0)=p(W1 ; *0)+p(W2 ; *0)
(we tacitly assume that W, W1 , and W2 are n_n and regular). The fac-
torization (6.1) is called minimal (in the complex plane) if it is minimal at
every *0 # C. In this case we say that W2(*) is a (right) divisor of W(*). See
Section 1 for the definitions of maximal common divisors and greatest
common divisors.
We now connect between common divisors and common right null pairs.
Theorem 6.1. Let W1(*) and W2(*) be regular n_n rmf's, and let 4 be
the set of all common divisors R(*) of W1(*) and W2(*) for which the total
pole multiplicity
p(R)= :
*0 # C
p(R; *0)
is maximal among common divisors of W1(*) and W2(*). Then:
(i) There is a greatest element in 4, i.e., a common divisor R0(*) # 4
such that for every R(*) # 4 the factorization
R0(*)=[R0(*) R(*)&1] } R(*)
is minimal.
(ii) Let R0(*) # 4 be a greatest element in 4. Then R0(*) is a maximal
common divisor of W1 and W2 . Moreover, an element R(*) # 4 is greatest in
4 if and only if R0(*) R(*)&1 is a matrix polynomial with constant nonzero
determinant.
(iii) An element R0(*) # 4 is greatest (in 4) if and only if the right null
pair of R0(*) is a common right null pair of W1(*) and W2(*).
The greatest elements in 4 will be called greatest pole-maximal common
divisors of W1 and W2 .
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We emphasize that the rmf's W1 , W2 , R0 , R in Theorem 6.1 need not
be analytic at infinity, or have there invertible values.
Proof. The proof consists essentially of putting together known results.
First, observe that the concept of right null-pole triples applies to regular
rmf's (not necessarily with value I at infinity, as it was defined in Section
4). We refer the reader to [BGR5] for the definition and properties of the
right null-pole triples in this more general situation.
The main result of [BGR1] states that R(*) is a divisor of W(*) if and
only if the right null-pole triple of R(*) is a restriction of the right null-pole
triple of W(*). The construction given in [GKRa] (see also Section 4.6 in
[BGR5]) allows us to claim existence of an rmf whose right null-pole triple
is (A ? , B ? ; C ` , A ` ; S) (in the notation of Theorem 4.1). Finally, observe
that Theorem 4.1 applies also in the general case of regular rmf 's W1
and W2 . K
Remark 6.2. An explicit construction of one greatest pole-maximal
common divisor of W1 and W2 can be developed using the general proce-
dure given in [GKRa]. Let us describe this procedure, assuming for sim-
plicity that W1()=W2()=I. Take the pair (QAQ, QB) from Step 1 of
the proof of Theorem 1.1, and take the pair (C1 | N, A_1 | N) from
Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 4.1 there is a unique matrix S0 such that
(QAQ, QB; C1 | N, A_1 | N; S0) is a common restriction of the right null-
pole triples for Wj (*) given by (4.5). Then (QAQ, QB; C1 | N, A_1 | N; S0)
is a right Sylvester data set. The procedure of [GKRa] (see also Section
4.6 in [BGR5]) allows us to augment this set. by adding, if necessary,
poles and zeros at infinity, to a right null-pole triple over C _ [] of an
rmf D(*). This D(*) is a greatest pole-maximal common divisor of W1
and W2 .
As we have mentioned in Section 1, a greatest common divisor of rmf 's
does not always exist. It turns out that a criterion for its existence can be
conveniently expressed in terms of common null pairs.
Theorem 6.3. Let W1 and W2 be n_n regular rmf 's having value I at
infinity. Then they have a greatest common divisor if and only if the common
null pair (with respect to C) of W1 and W2 coincides with the greatest com-
mon restriction of the right null pairs (with respect to C) of W1 and W2 .
Proof. Assume that the common null pair (C ` , A `) of W1 and W2 coin-
cides with the greatest common restriction of their right null pairs. The
description of common divisors in terms of pairs and subspaces (see Sec-
tion 4 in [BGR4]) shows that rmf D(*), whose null-pole triple (over C) is
(A ? , B ? ; C ` , A ` ; S) in the notation of Theorem 4.1 is a greatest common
divisor of W1 and W2 . Existence of such D(*) is ensured by [GKRa].
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Conversely, assume W1 and W2 have a greatest common divisor D(*).
Theorems 4.4 and 6.3 of [BGR4] shows that the right null pair of D(*) is
the greatest common restriction of the right null pairs of W1 and W2 , and
the left pole pair of D(*) is the greatest common corestriction of the left
pole pairs of W1 and W2 . On the other hand, let R(*) be the greatest pole-
maximal common divisor of W1 and W2 (which exists by Theorem 6.1).
The left pole pairs of R(*) and D(*) coincide, while the right null pair of
R(*) is a restriction of that of D(*) by Theorem 3.3. Thus, by the order
relation determined by the divisibility in the set of all common divisors of
W1 and W2 (described in Section 4 of [BGR4]) R in turn is a divisor of
D. But R(*) is a maximal common divisor in view of Theorem 6.1. Since
D(*) is a greatest common divisor, we conclude that in fact R and D are
equivalent. In particular, the right null pairs of R and D coincide (up to
similarity), and we are done. K
7. Extensions of Theorem 1.1
In this section we consider several easily obtained extensions and
remarks concerning our main result (Theorem 1.1). To start with, observe
that the condition that Wj (*) ( j=1, 2) have value I at infinity can be
replaced by the weaker condition that their values at infinity are invertible.
Then A_j takes the form A
_
j =Aj&B(Wj ())
&1 Cj , and we use
(W1()&1 C1 | N, A_1 | N)=(W2()
&1 C2 | N, A_2 | N)
in place of (1.10). For the proof, apply Theorem 1.1 to the function
W j (*)=(Wj ())&1 Wj (*), using the minimal realization
_W (*)W (*)&=_
I
I&+_
W1()&1 C1
W2()&1 C2& (*I&A)&1 B.
Our next remark is that the minimality condition in Theorem 1.1 can be
relaxed, at the expense of additional technical concepts in the formulation.
Thus, a generalization of Theorem 1.1 is obtained.
Theorem 7.1. Let W1(*) and W2(*) be given by the realization (1.9),
which is assumed to be controllable but not necessarily minimal. Then the
common right null pair of W1(*) and W2(*) coincides with the observable
part of
(C1 | N, A_1 | N)=(C2 | N, A
_
2 | N), (7.1)
where N is the maximal A_1 -invariant subspace contained in Ker(C1&C2).
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Proof. Let L=j=0 Ker(C1A
j) & j=0 Ker(C2A
j). The subspace L
is A-invariant, and with respect to the direct sum decomposition
Cs=L +4 L0 , where L0 is a direct complement to L, we have
C1=[0 C10]; C2=[0 C20]; B=_B1B0& ; A=_
A11
0
A12
A22& ;
A_j =_A110
A12&B1 Cj0
A22&B0 Cj0& , j=1, 2.
Theorem 1.1, when applied to the minimal realization
_W1(*)W2(*)&=_
I
I&+_
C10
C20& (*I&A22) B0 ,
yields that the common right null pair of W1(*) and W2(*) coincides with
(C10 | N0 , (A22&B0 C10) | N0)=(C20 | N0 , (A22&B0 C20) | N0), (7.2)
where N0L0 is the maximal (A22&B0C10)-invariant subspace contained
in Ker(C10&C20). It is easy to see that N=L+N0 , and that (7.2) is the
observable part of (7.1). K
Finally, we identify right null pairs of certain rectangular rmf's.
Theorem 7.2. Let W(*) be an m_n rational matrix function such that
m2n and rank W()=n. Let R=[Rij]2i, j=1 be a 2n_2n invertible
matrix such that
R _W()0 &=_
I
I& .
Here 0 is the (2n&m)_n zero matrix, Ri1 (i=1, 2) are of size n_m and Ri2
(i=1, 2) are of size n_(2n&m). Let
W(*)=W()+C(*I&1)&1 B (7.3)
be a minimal realization of W(*). Then the right null pair of W(*) is given
by the pair
(R11C | N, (A&BR11C) | N)=(R21C | N, (A&BR21C) | N), (7.4)
where N is the maximal (A&BR11C)-invariant subspace contained in
Ker(R11&R21)C.
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Proof. It is easy to see that the right null pair of W(*) coincides with
that of
_W1(*)W2(*)& :=R _
W(*)
0 & . (7.5)
In turn, the right null pair of (7.5) is, in fact, the common right null
pair of W1(*) and W2(*). Therefore the right null pair of W(*) can be
computed by Theorem 1.1 using the realization (7.3), resulting in the
formula (7.4). K
If the realization (7.3) is merely controllable, an analogous application of
Theorem 7.1 yields formulas for the right null pair of W(*) also in this case.
8. Common Right Null Pairs: More Than Two Functions
In view of Theorem 1.1, it is natural to ask whether this result can be
extended to common right null pairs of more than two functions. In par-
ticular, a solution of this problem will yield description of right null pairs
of general rectangular rmf 's in terms of their realization (a description of
this kind for a special class of rmf's was obtained in Theorem 7.2). At
present, this problem seems to be intractable. Nevertheless, we conjecture
that a natural generalization of Theorem 1.1 is valid.
Conjecture 8.1. Let W1 , ..., Wk be n_n rmf 's represented by their
realizations
Wi (*)=I+Ci (*I&1)&1 B, i=1, ..., k,
where the pair (A, B) is controllable, and
\ ,

j=0
Ker(C1A j)+& } } } & \ ,

j=0
Ker(Ck A j)+=[0].
Let A_j =A&BCj , j=1, ..., k. Then the common right null pair of
W1 , ..., Wk is given by
(C1 | N, A_1 | N)= } } } =(Ck | N, A
_
k | N), (8.1)
where N is the maximal A_1 -invariant subspace with the property that
C1x=C2x= } } } =Ckx (8.2)
for every x # N.
In view of (8.2) we have that A_1 x= } } } =A
_
k x, x # N; in particular, N
is A_j -invariant for j=1, ..., k. Also, it is easy to see that the subspace N
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with the properties described in Conjecture 8.1 is unique. We shall prove
a part of Conjecture 8.1, under more restrictive hypotheses. For the proof,
we need auxiliary results which is convenient for us to state and prove in
general terms. Denote by O(W; *0) the set of all right null functions of an
rmf W(*) corresponding to *0 # C.
Lemma 8.2. Let V(*) be an m_n rmf having linearly independent
columns for some value of *, and let 4 be the ( finite) set of zeros of V(*).
Then there exists an n_n rmf L(*) such that L()=I, and
O(L; *0)=O(V; *0) for every *0 # 4. In particular, L(*) and V(*) have the
same right null pairs corresponding to every *0 # 4.
Note that L(*) may have zeroes outside 4.
Proof. Use the SmithMcMillan form (5.3): V(*)=E(*) D(*) F(*).
Clearly, V(*) and D(*) F(*) have the same right null functions corre-
sponding to the same zero *0 # 4. The hypotheses on V(*) imply that
D(*) F(*) has the form
D(*) F(*)=_U(*)0 & ,
where U(*) is a regular n_n rmf. Clearly, we can consider U(*) in place
of V(*). Let *1 , ..., *s be all the distinct points in 4. For every *j , let
U(*)= :

k= &p
(*&*j)k U +kj , U(*)
&1= :

k= &q
(*&*j)k U&jk
be the Laurent series of U(*) and U(*)&1 centered at *j , where p=p( j)
and q=q( j) are nonnegative integers. It follows from the definition of right
null pairs that for every *j there is a positive integer r=r( j) with the
following property: For every regular n_n rmf G(*) such that the functions
_G(*)& :
r
k=&p
(*&*j)k U +jk & (*&*j)&r&1
and
_G(*)&1& :
r
k=&q
(*&*j)k U &jk & (*&*j)&r&1
are analytic at *j , the equality O(G; *j)=O(U; *j) holds. Now the existence
of the desired L(*) follows from the solution of the Laurent interpolation
problem for rmf 's (Theorem 2.1 in [RR]). K
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Lemma 8.3. Let V1(*) and V2(*) be rmf 's of sizes m1_n and m2_n,
respectively, such that for some *0 # C the columns of V1(*0) are linearly
independent. Then the right null pair of
U(*) :=_V1(*)V2(*)&
is a restriction of the right null pair of V1(*).
Proof. Since the rmf 's U(*) and col[U(*), V1(*)] have the same right
null functions (corresponding to the same zero), without loss of generality
we can assume that the colums of V2(*0) are linearly independent for some
*0 # C replacing, if necessary, V2 by col[V2 , V1]).
Fix an arbitrary * # C which is a zero of both V1 and V2 . Clearly, it
suffices to prove Lemma 8.3 for the right null pairs corresponding to *0 . By
Lemma 8.2 there exist n_n rmf 's L1 and L2 such that
O(Lj ; *0)=O(Vj ; *0), j=1, 2, (8.3)
and L1()=L2()=I. Theorem 1.1 is applicable for L1 and L2 , and
yields, in particular, that the right null pair (C, A) of col[L1 , L2] is
a restriction of the right null pair (C1 , A1) of L1 . Let M (resp. M1) be the
spectral A-invariant (resp. A1-invariant) subspace corresponding to *0 ,
M=Im _|1 (*I&A)&1 d*& , M1=Im _|1 (*I&A1)&1 d*& ,
where 1=[* # C| |*&*0 |==] for =>0 sufficiently small. Let N be the
A-invariant subspace such that (C, A) is similar to (C1 | N, A1 | N). Using
the fact that N is a direct sum of its intersections with the spectral A1 -
invariant subspaces corresponding to the distinct eigenvalues of A1 , it is
not difficult to see that (C | M, A | M) is a restriction of (C1M1 , A1 | M1).
On the other hand, by definition, (C1 | M1 , A1 | M1) is the right null pair of
L1 at *0 which in view of (8.3) coincides with the right null pair of V1 at
*0 . Analogously, (C | M, A | M) is the right null pair of col[V1 , V2] at *0 ,
and the conclusion of Lemma 8.3 follows. K
Theorem 8.4. Assume the hypotheses and notation in Conjecture 8.1,
and assume, in addition, that at least one of the pairs (C1 , A), ..., (Ck , A) is
observable. Then the common right null pair (C , A ) of W1 , ..., Wk is a restric-
tion of (8.1).
Proof. Use induction on k: for k=2, Theorem 8.4 follows from
Theorem 1.1. Assume that k3 and that Theorem 8.4 is proved for all
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integers greater than 1 and smaller than k. We assume also that the pair
(C2 , A) is observable.
It follows from Lemma 8.3 that (C , A ), being a right null pair of
col[Wj (*)]kj=1 , is a restriction of the right null pair of col[Wj (*)]
2
j=1. But
the latter is just the common right null pair of W1 and W2 , so by Theorem
1.1 we obtain that (C , A ) is similar to
(C1 | N1 , A_1 | N1)=(C2 , | N1 , A
_
2 | N1),
where N1 is some A_1 -invariant subspace such that C1 x=C2x for all
x # N1 . By the induction hypothesis, (C , A ) is similar to
(C2 | N2 , A_2 | N2)= } } } =(Ck | N2 , A
_
k | N2),
where N2 is some A_2 -invariant subspace such that C2 y= } } } =Cky for all
y # N2 .
We will prove that N1=N2 ; this equality completes the proof of
Theorem 8.4. It follows from the definition of similar pairs that there exists
an invertible linear transformation S: N1  N2 such that
C2 | N1=C2 | N2 } S; S } A_2 | N1=(A
_
2 | N2) } S.
These equalities imply that the subspace
M=[x&Sx | x # N1]
is A_2 -invariant and MKer C2 . Since the pair (C2 , A) is observable,
so is (C2 , A_2 ), and we obtain M=[0]. Hence S=I and therefore
N1=N2 . K
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